
    (Investigating a Triangle’s Centers) 
                 

  

CENTROID 

 Open a new sketch 

 Create a triangle using the segment tool 

 Highlight all three segments using the selection tool and select 

Midpoints under the Construct menu (Make certain that only 

the 3 segments are selected. If any of the points are selected the 

midpoint option will not be available.) 

 

 

 

 Construct the three medians of the triangle. Use the segment 

tool, ,  to connect each midpoint with the opposite vertex 

of the triangle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Using the selection tool click on the precise intersection of the 

three medians.  This should create the point of intersection 

which is known as the centroid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Click in a blank space to deselect everything.  Highlight all 

three medians (make sure the centroid point is not selected) 

and the midpoints.  Select Hide Objects under the Display 

menu. 

 

 

 Label the Centroid with the label tool. Double click on the 

actual label and change the name.  When the Label 

window appears make certain to check the box next to 

“Use Label in Custom Tools”. 

Using the selection tool, , 
click on the intersection to 
create an intersection point. 

Check this box to ensure when using your 
tool later the center is properly named. 
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 Choose Select All under the Edit menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Select Create New Tool.. under the custom 

tool,  , button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Change the Tool Name to “Centroid” and press the 

OK button. 

 

Multiple Document Sketch (TABS) 

 Select Document Options… under the File menu. 

 

 

 

 

 Change the current Page Name to “Centroid”.  Push 

the button Add Page and select Blank Page. 

 

 Change the next Page Name: from “2”  to “Incenter”.  

Add a page for “Circumcenter”, “Orhocenter”, and 

“Euler’s Line”. Press  OK . 

 You should notice new tabs at the bottom of your 

sketch. Try clicking on the tabs.  Each will take you 

to a new sketch. 

 Click on the Incenter Tab. 

 

 

Newly created 
tabs. 
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In-center 

 Create a triangle using the segment tool 

 Highlight Points A, B, and C in that order.  Select Angle 

Bisector under the Construct Menu.  This should create an 

Angle Bisector for angle ABC. Create angle bisectors for 

BCA  and CAB. 

 

 Using the selection tool click on the precise intersection of 

the three angle bisectors.  This should create the point of 

intersection which is known as the incenter. Using the label 

tool,  label the incenter. Double click on the actual label 

and change the name.  When the Label window appears 

make certain to check the box next to “Use Label in 

Custom Tools”. 

 

 

 

 

 Click in a blank space to deselect everything.  Highlight all 

three angle bisectors (make sure the incenter point is not 

selected).  Select Hide Bisectors under the Display menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Choose Select All under the Edit menu. 

 

 Select Create New Tool.. under the custom 

tool,  , button. 

 

 Change the Tool Name to “Incenter” and press the 

OK button. 

 

 Try experimenting with creating an inscribed circle ( Hint: Select the incenter and one of the sides of the triangle.  

Select Perpendicular Line from the construct menu.  Using the circle tool, create a circle centered at the incenter and 

ending at the intersection point of the perpendicular line and the triangle’s side) 

 

 Click on the tab labeled “Circumcenter” at the bottom. M. Winking  p.10 
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Circumcenter 

 Create a triangle using the segment tool 

 Highlight all three segments using the selection tool and select 

Midpoints under the Construct menu (Make certain that only the 

3 segments are selected. If any of the points are selected the 

midpoint option will not be available.) 

 Click in a blank space to deselect everything. Highlight the 

midpoint F and the segment AB.  Select Perpendicular line 

from the Construct menu.  In a similar fashion create the 

perpendicular bisector through points D and E. 

 Using the selection tool click on the precise intersection of 

the three perpendicular bisectors.  This should create the 

point of intersection which is known as the circumcenter. 

Using the label tool, label the circumcenter. Double click 

on the actual label and change the name.  When the Label 

window appears make certain to check the box next to 

“Use Label in Custom Tools”. 

 Click in a blank space to deselect everything.  Highlight all 

three perpendicular bisectors (make sure the circumcenter 

point is not selected) and the midpoints.  Select Hide Objects 

under the Display menu. 

 

 Choose Select All under the Edit menu. 

 

 Select Create New Tool.. under the custom 

tool,  , button. 

 

 Change the Tool Name to “Circumcenter” and press 

the OK button. 

 

 Try experimenting with creating a circle that circumscribes the 

triangle. (Using the circle tool create a circle centered at the 

circumcenter and ending or passing through any of the 

triangle’s vertices. 

 

 

 Click on the tab labeled “orthocenter” at the bottom. 

 

 

 

A B 

C 
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Orthocenter 

 Create a triangle using the segment tool.  

 Highlight segment AB and opposite vertex C.  Select Perpendicular 

Line from the Construct menu. In a similar fashion create the other two 

heights of the triangle for vertices A and B. 

 Using the selection tool click on the precise intersection of the three 

heights of the triangle.  This should create the point of intersection 

which is known as the orthocenter. Using the label tool,  label the 

orthocenter. Double click on the actual label and change the name.  

When the Label window appears make certain to check the box next 

to “Use Label in Custom Tools”.  

 Click in a blank space to deselect everything.  Highlight all three 

heights of the triangle(make sure the orthocenter point is not selected).  

Select Hide Perpendicular Lines under the Display menu. 

 Choose Select All under the Edit menu. 

 Select Create New Tool.. under the custom tool,  , 

button. 

 Change the Tool Name to “Orthocenter” and press the OK 

button. 

 Click on the tab labeled “Euler’s Line” at the bottom. 

Euler’s Line 

 Create a triangle using the segment tool. 

 Then, select each one of your newly created tools under the custom tool 

button,  , select your tool and click on each vertex of the triangle.  (These 

custom tools will always be available as long as this sketch is open 

somewhere in the background) 

 After creating all four centers of the triangle, try dragging each vertex around 

OR try highlighting each vertex and selecting Animate Points under the 

Display menu. (Use the Motion Controller window that appears to stop or 

change the speed of the animation.) Can you determine which three of the four 

centers are collinear?  

 Click and hold down on the segment tool.  Select the picture that looks 

like a line and create a line that connects the three collinear centers. This 

is Euler’s Line.  

 
Extensions: These are just the 4 most common centers. Can you find 

other centers? (For example find the line that passes through the 

midpoint of a side with the negative slope of the side it intersects). 
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